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Instruction manual

The FLM Quick Release Base

More security for your camera through the practical Quick 
Release System operation: The plate screwed to the camera 
is inserted into the front guide and pressed down into the 
rear guide (fig. 1). To do this, the tension lever must be open 
(lever is on the left side of the base). The camera already 
sits securely on the base and can be moved to the correct 
position by sliding it sideways. Then the camera is fixed by 
pushing the clamping lever to the right. The clamping lever is 
returned to its original position after fixing to prevent uninten-
tional release of the camera. To do this, pull out the tension 
lever and then fold it to the left (fig. 4).

Fixation: 

Easy and quick locking with the help of the clamping lever.
Advantage of this system: The camera can be mounted quik-
kly and easily from above. Lateral threading is not necessary. 
After tensioning the camera (fig 3), the tension lever can be 
pulled out and swivelled back to the plate (fig 4).

Unlocking:

Unlock the tension lever by folding it to the right until it stops 
(fig. 5). Then relax the camera plate by folding the lever to 
the left. Finally, the camera can now be unlocked by pressing 
and holding the button on the right side. 

IMPORTANT: 
Hold the camera firmly before pressing the unlock button.

After unlocking, the camera is tilted forward at an angle and 
then removed from the base (Fig. 6). Please pay attention to 
the position of the clamping lever.
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